City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
September 8, 2017- September 21, 2017

Total number of incidents responded to:

EMS/Rescue =232

Good Intent Calls =293

Fires = 7

False Calls =17

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
September 13, 2017, 5:40 am- Called for smell of smoke found small brush fire next to railroad tracks
extinguished fire cleared scene and returned to station.
September 14, 2017, 1:56 am- Dispatched to a trash can smoking outside of structure. Fire extinguished
with water bucket. Cleared with dispatch.
September 15, 2017, 6:19 pm -Dispatched to a possible stove fire. Upon arrival found no Fire/Smoke
from the exterior. FCP showing smoke head activation. Upon investigation found burnt food on the
stove with no extension and light smoke in apt. T-11 performed ventilation. T-12 reset FCP to normal.
Cleared with dispatch.
September 17, 2017, 1:01 am- Dispatched to a couch on fire in the roadway. Arrived and found ELPD
and PACE on scene. Found two couch cushions on fire, on the road. Extinguished with the booster line.
Moved the debris into the gutter.
September 17, 2017, 4:19 pm- Dispatched to heavy black smoke coming from a residence. Enroute,
switched to TAC 1. Arrived after B11. Found no present fire or smoke from the residence. Heard no
smoke detectors. Saw a man standing in the driveway. B11 had T11 investigate.
This was a microwave on fire that had flame spread to the cabinet over the microwave. Microwave is
over the stove. Microwave was not in use at the time of the fire. Man stated he was home and on the
front porch when he noticed black smoke coming from the house. He looked in the window and saw
the microwave on fire. He stated there was no one else home but he had three dogs inside. He ran in
and used sink water to put out the microwave fire.
The man was covered with soot on his face and clothes, but denied EMS. B11 had M11 assess patient.
We found the fire out and the microwave front melted. Flame spread to the surrounding cabinets. Soot
through the kitchen and the rest of the house.

We used the TIC to look for hot spots. Found 110F on the door of the cabinet over the microwave.
Opened up the drywall in the ceiling, in front of the microwave and found no extension. Opened the
drywall in the wall over the microwave and found no extension. Opened the cabinets over the
microwave and to the right of the microwave and found small burn marks. Cabinet to the left of the
microwave had no burn marks inside. Used an ax to open the microwave door and found nothing
inside.
Used a water can to cool the cabinet wood. All surface temps of the involved material now below 90F.
Turned off breaker to stove and microwave only. Tripped kitchen plug GFI, to the right of the stove, but
left refrigerator power on.
Man in driveway is an ex-boyfriend of the Tennant. He stated tenant is in jail and he stays at her place
every once in a while. Told him not to stay in the house tonight. He stated he would take all the dogs
and go home. Advised him to get in contact with property manager to coordinate clean up.
B11 called maintenance man and told him ELFD fire prevention will be over tomorrow to investigate fire.
Unable to contact property manager. Neighbor stated he was out of the country for two weeks.
Neighbor, in duplex, stated she had the same microwave at the fire unit. She was very concerned about
a fire in her house. Attempted to turn off breaker for her microwave and we could not isolate the
power to the unit. Had her unplug the microwave.
September 15, 2017, 6:19 pm-Dispatched to a possible stove fire. Upon arrival found no Fire/Smoke
from the exterior. FCP showing room smoke head activation. Upon investigation found burnt food on
the stove with no extension and light smoke in apt. T-11 performed ventilation. T-12 reset FCP to
normal. Cleared with dispatch.
September 21, 2017, 7:59 pm- Called for possible building fire. Arrival and on site of a 3 stories apt
building. Occupants outside. Alarm going off. 1st floor slight haze in the hallway. 2nd and 3rd floor clear.
Room 101 door was open and fan in the window running. Alarm head outside of the door activated.
Occupants stated cooking and some smoke in the apt. opened all rooms on the 1st floor. and TIC the
hallways. Preformed 360 of the exterior of the building and everything showing normal. Alarm reset to
normal. T 11 cleared.
September 21, 2017, 1:45 am- T-12 was dispatched to a dumpster fire. T-12 updated via dispatch that
the location was behind apartments. T-12 to dumpster with small fire. T-12 extinguished fire and then
overhauled to find dumpster almost empty with some leaves mostly within. T-12 cleared and returned
to Station #2.

Training Reported in FireRMS
September 13, 2017, 1 hour- Lecture over Aerial driver/operator chapter 2.
September 19, 2017, 1 hour & 30 minutes- Station reviewed chapter 3 of aerial operator book.
PowerPoint presentation and tabletop discussion

Chief Complaints of EMS Call
No Complaint-14

Grand mal seizure-1

Nausea-2

Abdominal pain-3

Hand pain-1

Near fainting-2

Allergic Reaction -6

Headache-4

Near syncope-1

Alerted mental-1

High sodium levels-1

Neck pain-1

Anxiety Attack-3

Hit by car-1

Needed remote-1

Assult-1

Hypertension-2

OD-1

Back Pain-1

Hypoglycemia-1

Pain-1

Back Pain -6

Incapacitated-1

Panic attack-1

Bicycle accident-1

Intentional OD-1

PIA Accident -1

Bleeding from fistula-1

Intoxicated-4

PIA Skin Tears-1

Blood in stool-1

Knee pain-5

Plugged feeding tube-1

Breathing problem-1

Hip pain-2

Possible seizure-1

Broken pinky finger-1

Shoulder pain-2

Possible CVA-1

Bump on head, fell
backwards

Knee pain-1

Possible head injury-1

Wrist pain-1

Problems urinating-1

Change in respinsieness-1

Psych eval-1

Lift assist-2

Psych combative-1

Light headedness-3

Pushed down-1

Lower ABD pain-1

Calf muscle tightness-1

Lower back Pain-3

Elbow pain-1

Malaise-1

Hip injury-1

Medical Evaluation-3

Leg pain-1

Migraine-1

Shoulder pain-1
Right knee pain-2

Face pain-1

Minor abrasion to arm and
leg-1

Falls -14

Moped accident-1

Fuzzy feeling-1

Muscle spasms-1

Generalized pain-1

MVA-3

Cardiac Arrest-1
Change in responsiveness- 3
Chest pain-5
Diabetic issue-1
Difficulty in Breathing-5
Dizziness-6
Drowsy-1
Ear injury1
ETOH -28

Right leg pain-1
Right wrist pain-1
Seizure-4

Seizures-1

Suicidal ideation-1

Unresponsive, ETOH-1

Sexual assosult-1

Swelling on left side of face-1

Vomiting-3

Shoulder pain-1

Synocopal-5

Weakness-3

Sick person-1

Tachycardia-1

Wrist pain-1

Skin tear-2

Traumatic injury-1

